Lab Manager/ Scientist Protein Chemistry
OncoResponse Inc., a Seattle-based privately held immuno-oncology company, has partnered
with MD Anderson Cancer Center to deploy a unique and transformational approach to the
discovery of cancer therapeutics. OncoResponse is leveraging the human immune system to
identify fully human monoclonal antibodies and discover novel targets that will lead to the
development of antibody-derived therapeutics for the treatment of cancer
http://www.oncoresponseinc.com.
OncoResponse offers a team-oriented, stimulating work environment. Competitive
compensation, benefits and stock options are offered. We recognize the importance of balance
and flexibility in our work environment. We offer a wide variety of competitive benefits, services
and programs that provide our staff with the resources to pursue their goals, both at work and in
their personal lives.
Please email your resume with cover letter to: careers@oncoresponseinc.com for
consideration. We value diversity and are an equal opportunity employer.

The Protein Sciences group is seeking a laboratory Manager/Scientist (position title dependent
on experience) to guide and support recombinant protein reagent preparation for various
immuno-oncology programs at OncoResponse. The successful candidate will have a strong
background in protein expression (mammalian), purification, conjugation, and various analytical
techniques. This position will be primarily lab based and is ideal for an innovative scientist who
is driven to help build a state-of-the-art protein group.
Activities will include expression and purification of recombinant protein in mammalian systems
as well as overseeing characterization and quality assessments (e.g. SDS-PAGE, HPLC,
endotoxin, SPR, and ELISA) of purified proteins. More specifically:


Provide protein science expertise and engage/collaborate with members of the crossfunctional team in experimental design, troubleshooting, data analysis, and data
interpretation



Independently plan, design, execute, analyze, and record experiments, as well as
present data in company meetings



Meticulously maintain a lab notebook and request queue tracking, as well as generating
SOPS, sample and technical reports, and contribute to IND support documentation



Manage direct reports and act as key point person to interface with various stakeholders
at OncoResponse



Adhere to and implement laboratory safety policies and practices and ensure team
members attend and complete all required trainings

Preferred Qualifications:


BSc/MSc/PhD biotechnology-related degrees will be considered depending on work
experience



Hands on experience with mammalian adherent and suspension-adapted cell culture,
transfections, and transductions



At least three years of industrial/academic experience in protein expression and
purification techniques, protein conjugation chemistry, and biochemical analyses



Experience in protein purification development and production under GLP stringency



Expertise on Akta and Agilent Chromatography Platforms



Work well independently and in collaboration across various teams in the organization



Experience with biophysical characterization techniques such as SPR, fluorescent
binding assays, biolayer interferometry, KinExA Multi-Angled Light Scattering is
desirable

